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Star back
in biz with
Media Asia
By Karen Chu

S

tar Greater China bolsters its
movie contents and distribution
with an exclusive output deal
signed between its channel, Star Chinese Movies, and Hong Kong powerhouse Media Asia. The company also
made a channel distribution deal
with Malaysia IPTV platform TM
Net, and a licensing renewal deal for
its Fortune Star library with
Malaysia’s Media Prima Berhad, the
company will announce today.
Star Chinese Movies, which
boasts the TV rights to the largest
number of contemporary Chineselanguage films from Hong Kong,
Taiwan and China, renews its
exclusive output deal with Media
Asia to air recent and future titles
from the Hong Kong studio in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau. The
deal includes the upcoming US$17.6
million marital arts epic “The Legend of Chen Zhen” from director
Andrew Lau, Dante Lam’s actioner
continued on page 18

On the rebound in Asia
Mainland arrives in force, makes up nearly 20% of exhibs

F

By Gavin J. Blair

ILMART 2010 opens with
Asia pulling out of the
global economic doldrums
faster than any other
region. Even exhibitors —
whose numbers are up 7% to 540
this year — will be hoping the
region’s resilience and hunger for
fresh entertainment translates
into more sales after 2009 tested
the oft-touted recession-proof
qualities of the film business.
Almost a fifth of this year’s
exhibitors — more than 120 — hail
from mainland China, as the
growing strength and importance
of that market continues to show
itself.
Europe is also making its presence felt with an expanded French
pavilion and three first-time delegations, from Austria, Croatia
and Latvia.
It will be of little surprise to
anyone that 3D also will feature
prominently at the market, with a
number of seminars on the topic,
continued on page 18

‘Crossing’ the carpet

Actors Tang Wei and Andy On arrive on the red carpet Sunday night for the gala screening of “Crossing
Hennessy,” the opening night film for the 34th Hong Kong International Film Festival.

SPT,Anyplexsign
VODdealforHK

Chan, Tong
off to war
CHAN PHOTO: VALERIE MACON/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

By Jonathan Landreth

J

ackie Chan and Stanley Tong will produce a 30part television series about Yuefei, one of
China’s most heroic and controversial generals, now that they have secured long sought
Chinese government approval.
The JC Group China said today that it had
begun early preproduction and casting for
the $15 million Chinese-language project it
plans to begin shooting in Beijing at the end
of the year.
The series, “Yuefei,” is about the general of the
continued on page 18

By Karen Chu

S

ony Pictures Television has signed
a content licensing deal with Hong
Kong television video-on-demand
service provider Anyplex to distribute
SPT titles through embedded iDTV and
set top boxes in Hong Kong.
Anyplex, the only television VOD
service provider in Hong Kong, delivers on-demand pay-per-view video
streaming service via internet-connected iDTV and set-top box (STB) to
local viewers directly from the internet
to television sets, independent of
continued on page 18
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New fund takes swing at action

Triumphant Films principal wants ‘H’wood quality 3D at Asian prices’
By Jonathan Landreth

H

oping to offer investors a chance
to help slake China’s thirst for 3D
in the wake of “Avatar,” an investment banker-turned-producer today
joined two Hong Kong movie veterans
to open a pair of film funds at the FILMART.
Triumphant Film Funds will
attempt to raise $17 million before the
Cannes Film Festival in May to back a
three-picture slate of martial arts

Finecut’s‘71’sale
getsKoreansrolling

action films and 3D sci-fi films aimed
at investors interested in China’s film
market — where boxoffice jumped
43% last year.
“Hollywood-quality 3D at Asian
prices is our goal,” said ex-Lehman
Brothers trader Guy Orlebar, who will
try to tap his investment industry contacts to raise the funds while his film
veteran partners ensure they are spent
wisely.
Orlebar, whose real name is Andy
Garrett, founded Triumphant with

veteran Hong Kong low-budget lineproducer Ricky K.K. Wong of CineCentury Entertainment, and veteran
casting director and Screen Ops producer “Big” Mike Leeder (”Australia”).
Wong and Leeder bring more than 40
years of filmmaking experience to the
partnership, Orlebar said.
Triumphant’s planned first films are
the $10 million sci-fi epic “Future
Fighters”; a live-action adaptation of
Ray Bradbury’s seminal novel “Frost
continued on page 19

“IP Man”

“The Refuge”

Frenchstakeclaim
with22companies
> Europeans set for strong showing at
market, page 10.

By Jonathan Landreth

By Park Soo-mee

SEOUL – “71 - Into the Fire,” a
blockbuster war film by director John
H. Lee, was sold to the U.K.-based
Showbox, the Seoul-based sales company Finecut announced.
The U.K.-company previously handled the Korean war blockbuster
“Taeguki,” and its recent releases
include Jackie Chan’s “The Myth,”
Donnie Yen’s action epic “Empress
and the Warriors,” and a Muay-tai
smash hit “Chocolate” by the same
production team of “Ong-bak.”
“71 – Into the Fire” deals with South
Korean student soldiers who fought
against the North Korean army during
its ethnic war. The film will be released
in Korea in June, commemorating the
country’s 60th anniversary of the war
that broke out in 1950.
Separately, Taiwan’s Joint Entertainment sealed the distribution deal of
Ounie Lecomte’s film “A Brand New
Life” also handled by Finecut. The film
has found its distributors in France,
Japan, Hong Kong, Israel and Thailand.
Taiwan’s Joint also bought the
Argentinean title “Anita” by the director Marcos Carnevale from Finecut.
“Anita,” the winner of best film and
audience award at the 2009 Lost Angeles Latino International Film Festival
about a girl with Down Syndrome, was
also picked up by Menemsha Films for
North American region.
Meanwhile, J-Bics from Thailand
has acquired a number of art house
continued on page 18
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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A wrap for Wong
‘Ip Man 2’his final movie for Mandarin Films
By Karen Chu

production outfit he set up with son
Edmond. Upcoming will be an untitled
action drama starring Louis Koo, who
has signed with Pegasus, a HK$60
million 7-picture deal including the
recent comedy “All’s Well Ends Well
Too 2010”, and a project with long time
collaborator Donnie Yen.
“Ip Man 2”, helmed by the original’s
director Wilson Yip, written by
Edmond Wong and featured action
choreography by Sammo Hung, follows the story of the original blockbuster biopic and details the renowned
Wing Chun expert’s life after he relocated to Hong Kong from Southern China
and his struggle to survive in the thenBritish colony by teaching martial arts.
“The film deals with how Hong
Kong people were treated under
continued on page 19

Donnie Yen fights Western powers
in “Ip Man 2,” the sequel to the 200
million yuan (US$29.3 million) grossing 2008 Chinese hit, the films’ producer Raymond Wong told the Hollywood Reporter.
Schedule for release on April 29 in
Hong Kong and China, the US$10 million sequel on the martial arts master
will hold a press conference today at
FILMART.
“Ip Man 2” marks the last film Wong
will produce for Mandarin Films, the
company he founded in 1991. He
resigned from the position of chairman in 2009 and remains as a director
and shareholder.
The next films he produces will be
under Pegasus Motion Pictures, the
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France is replanting its flag in
the Asian cinema landscape, once
again positioning its companies,
films and people in a giant booth
smack in the middle of the floor
at the Hong Kong FILMART.
Christine Pernin, Unifrance’s
chief rep for Greater China, based
in Beijing, hosts director JeanPierre Jeunet, who arrives at the
concurrent Hong Kong International Film Festival with “Micmacs,” and as a co-presenter of
the best actress prize at the 4th
Award at the Asian Film Awards.
“The last few years were tough
for imports into China because of
the Olympics and then China’s
60th anniversary, but now there’s
a widening window of opportunity,” said Pernin, who’s proud to
welcome a record 22 French companies at FILMART this year.
Actress Julie Ferrier accompanies Jeunet to the “Micmacs” in
its sold out screening on Tuesday
at the Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre Theatre 1
at 7:15 p.m. Following the film,
the French will host their annual
FILMART soiree, by invitation
only, at the Space Club & Lounge
in Wan Chai.
Intercontinental is handling
the Apr. 15 five-print Hong Kong
release of “Micmacs,” the story of
an intricate plot to destroy two
big weapons manufacturers.
continued on page 19
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One of the best known entertainers in Asia,Andy Lau is familiar to billions around the world and has made billions at the boxoffice.
The staggering numbers have summed up Lau’s career and popularity for more than 20 years,during which time he strode atop the Chineselanguage and Asian entertainment world as an award-winning and boxoffice-topping actor with nearly 150 films,multi-platinum pop music
superstar,and film investor.His once quixotic efforts to produce films that were“close to his heart”cost him millions and put him in debt.
Nonetheless,his determination has paid off.His production outfit Focus Films,which made its name with the“Focus: First Cuts”initiative
from 2005 that featured debuts of new directors across Asia including Ning Hao’s“Crazy Stone”(2006),now launches the HK$50 million
(US$6.4 million) six-film initiative“Focus Fight”with Derek Kwok’s“Gallants,” showcased in this year’s Hong Kong International Film Festival. Perpetually under the intense gaze of the media and his (sometimes more than) loyal fans,in 2009 his personal life and private affairs came
under fire.Lau’s accommodating demeanor belies a persistent sense of siege,and he talks to the Hollywood Reporter’s Karen Chu about how
this unconscious besiegement affected decisions in his life and career.
investment, I’d still have a film that
documented the times we live in. Even
the most outdated films marked the
time it was made. At the end of the day,
I’d have a film in my library and it’s
worth it. I established my film company not only as a business, but also as a
place where I can create the films that I
like. One film that makes a profit can
cover the rest, then my books
are balanced.

back. Even when I was losing millions,
I was happy. Of course, I didn’t realize
beforehand that it would effect my life
in a significant way. The reason I acted
in 14 films within 12 months was to pay
my debts, some of it to the crew. For a
few years after 1995 I received my pay
as a monthly salary that was paid in
monthly installments. From then on
I’ve made a decision to make the films
I want to make, the ones I can hold my
head up high and afford to lose money
on. I can use my name to generate
money from investors for new directors now, I just prefer not to do it. With
other investors, they might pressure
me to change the script, the actors, or
so on. That’s why I refuse outside
investments. There’d be no problem
for me to walk into any major studios
in Hong Kong and ask them to coinvest in my movies; it’d be easy. But I
don’t want them to turn my jeans into
dress pants. I could even get a government loan from the Film Development
Council for my movies. But can I guarantee those films will make a profit?
I’m not so sure. How can I deal with
the investors if the films flop? If I use
the taxpayers’ money and lose millions, I have no idea how the media will
interpret it.

Why the decision to
finance the whole
project out of
your own
pocket?
Lau: I’ve lost
tens of millions of
(Hong
Kong)
dollars
in the
1990s
investing
in films.
But over
the last
dozen
years the
films
made the
money

Why do you think the media would hold
you personally responsible if you ask for
government funding for your films?
Lau: The media outlets that like to
paint a negative picture of celebrities
are very self-righteous nowadays. The
FDC asked me every other day to get
their financial support, but I don’t want
to. I can get it done on my own. I don’t
want to be judged. But it doesn’t affect
the way we make films. Even under
these circumstances, we are still helping the Hong Kong film industry. We
have the same vision as the FDC, it’s
only that I have a film fund of my own
and I can afford to lose. In a way I’m
doing the same job as the government, the only difference being
they have hundreds of millions,
and we have tens of millions. I
have set that amount of money
aside, and even if I lost it all, it
won’t affect my daily life; my
dad won’t yell at me about that as he

ILLUSTRATION: CHRIS MORRIS

You began investing in films in the early
1990s, starting with “Saviour of the
Soul” (1991) under the first production
company you owned, Teamwork. Some
of the films you invested in were successful, others less so, once even putting you
in serious debt. Where did the courage to
invest again?
Andy Lau: It’s not about courage. Every
time I see a new project, I
see hope. I’ve received
so much from the
Hong Kong film
industry — a
comfortable
and carefree
lifestyle. I
could have
used the
money to
buy a
sportscar — a
HK$3
million
Maserati
or the like
— but I’m
not the
type to
drive such
a car. I’d
rather use
to money to
invest in a
movie. Cars
depreciate, films live
on. Even if I lost half
of my
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vital stats
Andy Lau

Nationality: Chinese
Born: September 27, 1961
Selected filmography: “Shaolin”
(December 2010) “Gallants” (2010)
(Producer) “The Warlords” (2007)
“Protégé” (2007) “Crazy Stone”
(2006) (Producer) “House of Flying
Daggers” (2004) “Infernal Affairs”
(2002) and “Infernal Affairs III”
(2003) “A Fighter’s Blues” (2000)
“Running Out of Time” (1999)
“Made in Hong Kong” (1997) (Executive Producer) “A Moment of
Romance” (1990)
Notable Awards: 2008 Hong Kong
Film Awards: Best Supporting Actor
(“Protégé”) 2007 Nielsen Box Office
Star of Asia 2004 Hong Kong Film
Awards: Best Actor (“Running on
Karma”) 2004 Taiwan Golden Horse
Awards: Best Actor (“Infernal Affairs
III”) 2000 Hong Kong Film Awards:
Best Actor (“Running Out of Time”)

once did for investing in my own films.
Then it’s O.K. It’s my duty to help the
Hong Kong film industry.
Do you think the media judge you on a
different level? Is it because of the furor
surrounding your personal life last year?
Lau: Yes, quite seriously, too. But at the
same time, I will strive to improve the
way I conduct my affairs. As a son, I
try to do my best so that my father
won’t lose face; it’s the same for the
people who like me, I try not to make
them ashamed of me. My fans in Hong
Kong, China or, for example, Japan
treat me like a member of their family.
Over the years I realized that I do have
a social responsibility in my actions.
Young people treat me as their role
model. I’ve quit smoking because
young people shouldn’t smoke. After a
hard day’s work I can’t find consolation in a cigarette but it’s what I have to
do. I’ve had a six-pack when I trained
for my concert, but people treated my
physique with astonishment and wonder if I were ill, because they thought I
was so skinny. I thought I was so fit!
But I understand they only said that
because they cared about me. That’s
also why I’ve decided at some point in
my career that, when I play a villain,
my character must die. Andy Lau has
to be socially responsible.
Do you see a day when you will leave the
screen and stage, and just focus on being
a studio owner?
Lau: I am an entertainer, first and foremost. I love being onstage, and I still
have aspirations of what I want to do
next. I’ve always wanted to do a musical onstage. ∂
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“Crossing Hennessy”

‘Crossing Hennessy’

T

By Maggie Lee

he extremely schizophrenic
Two people cajoled into a
blind date by their relatives
get off on a rotten start, but
love is literally round the
street corner in “Crossing Hennessy.”
This trivial but chirpy sophomore feature directed by eminent Hong Kong
screenwriter Ivy Ho is buoyed by a
fleet of fabulous veteran supporting
actors. So much so that the low key
romantic leads Tang Wei and Jacky
Cheung struggle to come to the fore,
and never reach that transcendent
moment of connection. Supposedly a
rom-com, it feels like Sunday brunch
with an extended family in a noisy dim
sum restaurant rather than a candle-lit
dinner in a bistro.
The film should do moderate business on its home turf, while aiming for
festivals showcasing Asian popular
cinema. Viewers in their mid-30s or
Los Angeles 323.525.2000

|

meaningful silences in her debut
“Claustrophobia,” Ho uses a huge
breakdown of scenes and torrential dialogue, most of which is cheekily good
natured. The chatty lines comes off best
in a subplot about the love triangle and
personality clashes between Mrs. Chiang, her boyfriend Ching (Danny Lee)
and her spinster sister (Mimi Chu).
Some flights of fantasy jar with the
endeavor at authenticity in dialogue
and place, such as mind-boggling
appearances of an Indian in various
guises, and Loy’s conversations with
his late father (Lowell Lo), done in a
corny ripple screen effect.
Tang acquits herself well as the girl
next door, but has no occasion to call
upon the incredible range she displayed
in “Lust, Caution.” Cheung looks too
old for the part and acts too young.
One senses that “Crossing” aspires to
be a swan song to a colorful area in transition under the government’s soulless
and philistine “Urban Renewal” project.

above ought to agree with the jovial
humor whereas a younger generation
could lose patience with the slowburning courtship.
Hennessy is not a river, nor a bridge,
but the main road in Hong Kong’s
Wanchai district. It’s where Loy (Cheung) helps his Draconian widowed
mother Mrs. Chiang (Paw Hee Ching)
run an electrical appliances shop. Further down the road, Oi Lin (Tang)
works for her uncle’s toilet retail business. Both are somewhat attached,
only Oi Lin’s volatile beefcake
boyfriend Xu (Andy On) is in jail, while
Loy casually beds his newly divorced
ex (Maggie Cheung Ho Hee.)
Reluctantly brought together in a
blind date arranged by meddlesome relatives, they keep up a charade to humor
them. As they warm to each other, they
realize that despite geographical proximity, taking one step closer to love
requires a lifetime’s courage.
In place of chronological tricks and
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However, this is not adequately
expressed by having the two leads talk
and walk up and down the same few
streets. Despite an extraordinary
amount of shots taken, no strong sense
of place or direction emerges. Ho is yet
to gain command of distinctive visual
language and seamless continuity, as
cinematography is often flat and compositions bland, while certain scenes
lack sequential logic.
BOTTOM LINE

A rom-com that is more comical than
romantic.
OPENING FILM, HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
Irresistible Films and Sil-Metropole Organisation
presents an Irresistible Gamma Ltd production.
SALES: Distribution Workshop.
CAST: Jacky Cheung, Tang Wei, Paw Hee Ching,
Andy On, Maggie Ho Yee Cheung, Danny Lee,
Mimi Chu. DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER: Ivy Ho.
PRODUCERS: Cary Cheng, Yee Chung Man,
Cheung Hong Tat.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Bill Kong, Ryuhei
Chiba, Hugh Simon, Song Dai.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Poon Hang
Sang. PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Man Nim Chung.
MUSIC: Anthony Chue.
EDITOR: Kong Chi Leung. No rating, 105 minutes.
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Findingthe
RightFormula

‘Monga’ success,
government backing shows
island nation’s homegrown biz is
winning the domestic battle
By Karen Chu

Throughout 2009, commentators and insiders of the
Taiwan film industry had expressed doubt about
whether the spectacular NT$530 million (US$16.7 million) success of 2008’s homemade mega-blockbuster,
“Cape No. 7,” was an anomaly, or how it might take
years to see a repeat of such a boxoffice-smashing
homegrown film.
Indeed, among the 27 Taiwanese films released
domestically in 2009, the highest grossing one, “Hear
Me,” took NT$27 million (US$850,000); the top Chinese-language film was John Woo’s second part epic
“Red Cliff II,” which took NT$140 million (US$4.4
million). In contrast, the year’s Taiwan top grosser, the
Hollywood import “Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen” raked in NT$570 million (US$17.9 million), more
than doubling the Taiwan total of NT$220 million of
“The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor,” the previous year’s highest grossing Hollywood film in Taiwan. The stunning numbers of “Cape No. 7,” which
shattered boxoffice records at the time, seemed to be
the exception that proved the rule.
Then, in February 2010, came “Monga.”
The NT$70 million (US$2.2 million) gangster flick helmed by veteran
Taiwanese television and filmmaker Doze Niu, produced by Niu’s own
Honto production, Taipei’s Green Day Film and One Production, and
repped by Distribution Workshop at this year’s Filmart, took the Taiwan boxoffice by storm since its opening on Feb. 5, amidst a nationwide
promotional blitz created by its Taiwan distributor Warner Bros. To
date, the film has raked in NT$280 million (US$8.8 million) domestically, and is still going strong.
“‘Monga’ is a product of the many years of waiting and diligence of the
Taiwanese film industry,” said Doze Niu, director of the blockbuster, which
revolved around the passionate brotherhood and struggles of a group of
delinquent teens and their violent brush with gang culture, also featured in
the 2010 Hong Kong International Film Festival lineup.“It shows that Taiwanese films still have the ability to move audiences; it means we can make
films that tell our own stories, and that successful Taiwanese films aren’t
flashes in the pan.”
Directors such as Niu believed that the emergence of commercial Taiwanese films that blend culture with strong local flavor that appeal to the
local public is a result of the slow but steady revitalization of the Taiwan
film industry, not just triggered by one or two blockbusters.“The success
of ‘Cape No. 7’ might have looked like a miracle at the time, but it firmly
proved that boxoffice triumphs are not only limited to Hollywood blockbusters,” Niu said.“People nowadays tend to use ‘Cape’ to convince others
that Taiwan’s film industry is reviving; that’s wrong! It’s only because the

“Monga”
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Taiwan film industry has been recovering that we saw such a film. It didn’t
came out of a vacuum. The revival has
been in progress; it must be step by
step. Thus the success of ‘Cape’ gave
me the opportunity to make ‘Monga’;
likewise, if ‘Monga’ did well, then it
would create opportunities for other
directors.”
“The Taiwanese audience is starving for local films that they can identity with,” said veteran film producer
and scholar Peggy Chiao, who has
been one of the main driving forces
behind the new Taiwanese cinema for
the last 30 years. “What ‘Cape No. 7’,
‘Hear Me’ and now ‘Monga’ show us
is that when audience feel they can
deeply associate with the stories, they
will support the films,” Chiao said.
Chiao produced two of the top 10
grossing domestic films in Taiwan last
year, “Hear Me” and “Empire of Silver,” as well as one of the Hong Kong
International Film Festival opening
films, “Like a Dream” by Hong Kongraised director Clara Law. “Taiwanese
films are regaining the public’s affection,” Chiao said.
Yet, subject matter and style aside,
the marketing and distribution of
both “Cape No. 7” and “Monga”
revealed the reason for the success of
both films was closely linked with
that for the weakening of the market
for Taiwanese films since the country’s ascension to the WTO in 2002.
Taiwanese filmmakers had long agonized about the stronghold Hollywood
majors have on the island’s exhibition
and distribution networks; market
share of local films plummeted to a
historical low of 0.3% in 2003. While
the drop was attributed to a decline in
production of local product, the abolition of quotas for Hollywood imports
was the other major factor. Tellingly,
the better-performed local films of
recent years were mostly distributed
by the Hollywood majors — the Buena
Vista distributed “Cape No. 7” benefited vastly from good word-ofmouth, but it was the distributor’s call
to expand theatrical release from 40
cinemas to 65 when houses sold out
day after day. The strong performance
of “Monga,” which also received public
praise, was built up by a Hollywood
style all-encompassing marketing
campaign by Warner Bros. that began
weeks before its Chinese New Year
release. The film’s record-breaking

special world report | Taiwan

opening week numbers (for a domestic
film) of NT$60 million (US$1.9 million) was a testament of the effectiveness of that strategy.
“Before filming of ‘Monga’ commenced, I received the support of
Warner Bros. for a Chinese New Year
release,” said Niu, who based the length
of the shoot and the budget accordingly on the projected grosses of the holiday slot, as well as decided the outline
of marketing strategies with the Taiwan branch of Warner Bros. “From the
beginning, we hope it would become
an example of re-engineering the business process; it was not a coincidence,”
Niu said. “It was hard work but worthwhile. I hope to pass on this experience
to other filmmakers.”
A new formula thus has been proven.
Indeed, a full collaboration between
local filmmakers and the American
distributors who control the Taiwan
marketplace would be the way for Taiwan film industry to go forward. The
demand for locally relevant content
has been reviving, but domestic products need the support of distribution
networks. “The majors can actively
engage in the local Taiwan film industry and benefit from its growth, not by
co-productions but distribution,” said
Chiao, who also pointed out that since
the improving performances of local
films in recent years, more local entrepreneurs are interested in investing in
films, and “finding money has been
relatively easier.”
Since July 2008, the Taiwan film
industry has been named as one of the
prioritized sectors of creative industries under focus by the Taiwanese
government, which will inject a total
of NT$15 billion (US$47 million) from
2010 to 2014 into key sectors under
the plan to push creative industries.
“The film industry is now seen as the
engine that drives the Taiwan creative
industries. The government and private
enterprises are optimistic about the
business opportunities of and influences of the film industry,” said Frank
JK Chen, director of the Taiwan Government Information Office, Motion
Picture Affairs department. The GIO
has been issuing grants to filmmakers
since 1989; many of the recent hits
were in fact subsidized, but the grants
only count as a small percentage of the
budget for the more ambitious commercial films. To encourage commercially successful filmmakers, directors

“Clown Fish”

“Hear Me”

“The majors can actively engaged in the local Taiwan
film industry and benefit from its growth, not by
co-productions but distribution.”
—producer Peggy Chiao
whose films obtained more than NT$20
million at the domestic office will
receive a subsidy for their next films
that accounts for 20% of the film’s
grosses. In 2009,“Cape No. 7” director
Wei Te-sheng received NT$160 million
(US$3.3 million) for his upcoming feature “Seediq Bale.” While the maximum
of the reward has now been set at
NT$50 million,“Monga” helmer Niu
would receive the amount as funding
for his next film.
“To develop the industry, the key
lies in funding and education,’ Chen
said. “When I went to France in 2008
with a Taiwan delegation to learn
from their digital screening development, I was struck by how comprehensive the French government supports the country’s film industry. Film
education in France begins in primary
schools, the education department
subsidizes half of the cinema admissions for students. These policies are
for Taiwan to emulate.”
Never to overlook the deep pockets
of youths, Taiwanese filmmakers are
also focusing their attention on the
power of new media and social networking sites on building a film’s buzz.

“The Taiwan film industry is now in
a completely new environment,” said
Chiao. “The young audience in Taiwan
doesn’t believe in hype, reviews or
advertising. In the age of the internet,
the success of the local films were built
by good word-of-mouth, accumulating week by week. It had been the case
for both ‘Cape No. 7’ and ‘Hear Me.’
That’s why the first thing we have to
do to market a film nowadays is to create websites, accounts in Facebook,
Twitter and so on.” Chiao has been
strengthening the online marketing
for the four films she has coming out
with this summer in Taiwan through
her companies Arc Light Films and
Trigram Films. The films are romantic
comedy “Love You 10,000 Years,”
starring Taiwanese pop idol Vic Chou;
“Tempest of First Love,” a comedy
about two high school students who
found out the relationship of their
respective parents and their efforts to
sabotage it; “Me, 19,” a dance and
music drama set in a performing arts
school by director Cheng Nai-feng;
and a romantic flower-themed triptych tied-in with the 2010 Taipei
International Flora Expo.∂

Taiwan’s3DEndeavor
“When I began to develop ‘Clown-fish’ three years ago, everyone told me it was impossible. The
government told me it was a stupid idea and that they didn’t believe I could do it,” said Charlie Chu,
founder of Gene Young 3D Image and director of Taiwan’s first full-length stereoscopic 3D feature,
“Clown-fish,” scheduled for release in Taiwan in April on 40 screens. Chu established Gene Young in
1991 as an advertising and digital content company before he ventured into 3D in 2007 and has
since made seven 3D short films. “I just want to prove that we can make a 3D film in Taiwan,” said
Chu, who led his staff of eight to produce the 85-minute 3D drama with NT$30 million
(US$945,000) and stereoscopic cameras from Germany. The film uses no computer graphics or
animation, but the director faced an avalanche of technical difficulties during postproduction due
to lack of technical support available in Taiwan at that time. Now a number of big name Taiwan
and Hong Kong directors have expressed interest in using the 3D postproduction programs Chu and
his team developed, and the Taiwanese government has commissioned a 3D short film.
– Karen Chu
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Euros at Filmart

THR-ASIA.com
Monday, March 22, 2010
“Mr. Nice”

EuropeanssingingAsiansong
LONDON - A flotilla of hopeful sellers from Europe are soon due to bob

Filmart lauded as a place for
old fashioned face-to-face
meetings between buyers,
sellers.

into the fragrant harbor — or Hong Kong as the city is known in Cantonese —
armed with thoughts of recovering economies, the return of Asian buyers
and a night out in one of the island’s myriad karaoke bars.
For most European’s embarking on the 12-hour plus flight to head for this
year’s Hong Kong International Film & TV Market (Filmart) the event is a
timely reminder of the golden age of movie markets and everyone this year
appears to be singing from the same song sheet.
The far flung Asian shindig is a throwback to markets of yore for international sellers where face
time with buyers, producers and financiers was as important as the current climate of exchanging
deal memos via email after fraught telephone conversations.
British sales and financier boutique Independent is traveling to the Far East armed with a promo
reel of its Rhys Ifans starrer “Mr. Nice” among other things to show Asian buyers. Independent
Film Sales managing director Andrew Orr says while Filmart is not as big a market as others such as
those staged in Berlin or Cannes there is business to be done and relationships to build.
“We hope to do some business out there but if all we do is meet some of our existing buyers and
others for the future then it makes it a worthwhile market to attend,” Orr says. “I think, for example, the Japanese buyers go there in force, and as a market it is becoming quite important for us.”
Paris-based seller Memento Films’ Nicholas Kaiser agrees: “Hong Kong is a cool city. The days
[at Filmart] are rushed with a lot of meetings crammed in but in the evening we can kick back a bit
and meet producers and filmmakers in a relaxed way, do some karaoke.”
There also appears to be cautious optimism that buyers for Asian territories are returning to the
market place with renewed optimism after taking a hit like everyone else from the global recession.
Says Orr: “Asian buyers are coming back to market but at lower offer levels than before. But the
smaller Asian territories are certainly back at the table.”
Kaiser says: “Globally, since Berlin, it is picking up and Asia is back in the game. Everyone is
looking to refurbish their (distribution) lineups which is good.”
And in difficult economic times for traditional sales outfits, a financial leg up for such an exotic

By Stuart Kemp
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and expensive destination as Hong
Kong is not just welcome but downright essential.
Familiar European sellers including
Memento Films and Independent as
well as Germany’s Media Luna and
French owned, U.K. based Pathe Distribution or Denmark’s TrustNordisk
are among the 17 sales banners taking
hard cash support from movie promotion and trade body European Film
Promotion to attend.
That’s one more than last year
according to EFP project manager
Susanne Davis from her headquarters
in Germany.
This year is only the second time the
promotion body, which gets funding
from the European Union’s MEDIA
Program, is providing support from a
€500,000 ($690,000) Film Sales
Support cash pool to European sellers.
It may seem like a small amount of
cash, but a little goes a long way for the
successful companies garnering the
support.
FSS grants cover 50% of marketing
campaigns for up to two European
films, with a maximum of €5,000
($6,800) for one film and €2,500
($3,000) for the second film.
“We don’t choose who gets the
support, that’s down to the individual
country’s EFP member to sign off on
the support,” Davis says. “The money
can be used to go towards hotel costs
and marketing materials for the
movies sold.”
The British Council, the Irish Film
Board, Unifrance in Gaul or the Danish Film Institute are the EFP member
organizations sorting through the
multiple applications for market
funding support from the FSS.
Set up to push platforms for sales of
European films to countries outside of
Europe, the FSS supported European
sales efforts to both Filmart and
Pusan’s market in Korea for the first
time last year.
The money can make the difference
between going and staying at home.
“We were planning to go to Filmart
and then we secured the support from
the EFP and it helped make us take the

special world report | Euros at Filmart

decision to go,” Orr says.
For Kaiser and Memento, it
removed a difficult debate once and
for all. “We got support for both Filmart and Pusan which meant we didn’t have to choose between the two.
We wouldn’t attend the EFP without
the support.”
There are also other reasons why
Filmart, strategically placed between
the behemoth markets of the Berlinset European Film Market and the
sprawling Cannes-set Marche du
Film, is turning sellers on.
“It’s smaller and manageable and
the time spent with other financiers
and producers feels like quality time,”
said one veteran from the calendar
round robin of festivals and markets.
But for some heavy hitters from
Europe, FIlmart is currently a market
too far.
Russia’s Central Partnership vp,
international Armen Dishdishyan says
that while the people going mirror
regulars at both Berlin and Cannes,
for him Hong Kong missed the cut.
“Because there is less Russian
product now because of the crisis, and
the main buyers are well known and
present at other markets, like Berlin,
Cannes and the AFM, many (Russian
film sales companies) could decide
not to spend money on attending
another market,” Dishdishyan says.
In this day and age, it pays to play
strategically.
One seller told THR the landscape for
European based companies breaks
down to increasingly stark choices.
Sundance is looking for American indie
movies, this year more than ever. Berlin
is boring and unless movies are political, sellers are unlikely to make a splash.
Cannes is, well, Cannes with its con-

gested market size making it harder and
harder to be heard among the white
noise of promotion. Toronto takes anything and is an event valuable only for
kicking off awards season hopefuls.
And with Venice fading in strategic
importance for European titles and the
AFM costly and crowded, more targeted
approaches are necessary.
The arguably harsh assessment
certainly bears out for Orr and Independent. The strategy for “Mr. Nice”
will see the promo materials land in
front of Filmart attendees fresh from
its world debut at the SXSW festival in
the U.S. just a week before the Hong
Kong event kicks off.
“We’ll hopefully have some good
review material and a promo for the
buyers for “Mr. Nice” by the time Filmart starts,” Orr says. “Other markets
are getting more expensive so we have
to think long and hard about which
ones make sense for us.”
And for Kaiser’s Memento, Filmart
is perfect timing in terms of talking to
Asian buyers about the French company’s Cannes hopefuls, weeks ahead
of any official proclamations about
the official lineup.
“We hope we have at least a couple
of titles that are going to be in the
Cannes lineup so we can talk to Asian
buyers about those,” Kaiser says.
Memento is hoping to whet acquisitions appetites with Julie Bertucelli’s
“The Tree,” starring Charlotte Gainsbourg and Marton Csokas.
The hope will be no one is singing
“Sound of Silence” on the market’s
final night in The Parrot III Pub and
karaoke hotspot in Harbour City after
four days of meet and greet.
Vladimir Kozlov in Moscow contributed to
this report

“The days [at Filmart] are rushed with a lot of
meetings crammed in but in the evening we can kick
back a bit and meet producers and filmmakers in a
relaxed way, do some karaoke.”
—Memento Films’ Nicholas Kaiser

FSS Supported
Films and
Companies
AUTLOOK FILMSALES (Austria)
REINDEER SPOTTING
by Joonas Neuvonen, Finland (2010)

THE SOUNDS OF INSECTS
by Peter Liechti, Switzerland (2009)

CELSIUS ENTERTAINMENT (U.K.)
AMPHIBIOUS 3D
dir. Brian Yuzna,
the Netherlands/Belgium/Indonesia (2010)

FILMS DISTRIBUTION (France)
STUDENT SERVICES
dir. Emmanuelle Bercot, France (2010)

FIRST HAND FILMS (Switzerland)
BURMA VJ – REPORTING FROM A
CLOSED COUNTRY
dir. Anders Østergaard,
Denmark/Sweden/Norway (2009)

INDEPENDENT (U.K.)
MR. NICE
dir. Bernard Rose, U.K./Spain (2010)

INTRAMOVIES (Italy)
IAGO
dir. Volfango de Biasi, Italy (2010)

SEA PURPLE
dir. Donatella Maiorca, Italy (2009)

LE PACTE (France)
MAKING PLANS FOR LENA
dir. Christophe Honoré, France (2009)

M-APPEAL (Germany)
SASHA
dir. Dennis Todorovi, Germany (2010)

MEDIA LUNA NEW FILMS (Germany)
LIFE IN ONE DAY
dir. Mark De Cloe, the Netherlands (2009)

MEMENTO FILMS INTERNATIONAL
“The Tree”

(France)

EASTERN PLAYS
dir. Kamen Kalev, Bulgaria/Sweden (2009)

ONCE UPON A TIME PROLETARIAN
dir. Xiaolu Guo, U.K./China (2009)

PATHÉ DISTRIBUTION (France)
THE ILLUSIONIST
dir. Sylvain Chomet, U.K./France (2010)

PATHÉ INTERNATIONAL (U.K.)
CENTURION
dir. Neil Marshall, U.K. (2010)

PYRAMIDE INTERNATIONAL
(France)

WHAT MORE DO I WANT
dir. Silvio Soldini Italy/Switzerland (2010)

TRUSTNORDISK (Denmark)
BROTHERHOOD
dir. Nicolo Donato, Denmark (2009)
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“14 Blades”

‘14 Blades’
By Maggie Lee

A

fter playing fast and loose with
literature and history in “Three
Kingdoms — Resurrection of the
Dragon,” Daniel Lee’s “14 Blades” is
more grounded in the traditions of
Hong Kong swordplay films. The subject is familiar to fans of this genre —
the mysterious Ming Dynasty secret
service and one renegade member’s
fate. Its stylishly retro touch and flashy
sets and stunts makes a nice package
for Asian release and action-specialist
DVD labels. China box office reached
about $20.8 million.
The prologue gives chilling explanation of Jingyiwei, or Brocade Guards,
formed in the Ming Dynasty as the
Emperor’s personal henchmen. Its
chief, Qinglong (Donnie Yen), is
framed by Head Eunuch Jia in a conspiracy to steal the Imperial Seal and
usurp the throne. Hounded by his
brethren, led by ruthless junior Xuan

Wu (Qi Yu Wu), Qinglong goes on the
run and hires civilian guards to escort
him to the border. On the way, he gets
intimate with Qiao Hua (Vicky Zhao),
a guard whom he takes hostage, and
bonds with Judge (Chun Wu) and his
bandit gang. For honor’s sake, he faces
down Tuo Tuo (Kate Tsui), the exotic
striptease assassin.
Drawing on the prowess of Donnie
Yen, the first 35 minutes of gimmickfree martial arts revives the sinewy
action aesthetics of ‘70s Shaw Brothers classics. The swarthy, under-lit
interiors, ornate but black or navy costumes and grainy, yellowish image texture evoke a secretive, ominous
atmosphere that channels the political
intrigue in King Hu’s works. Supporting roles by ‘80s action heavyweights
Sammo Hung, Wu Ma and Chu Tiet
Wo enhance the nostalgic flavor.
The cat-and-mouse chase begins to
lose its grip as the conspiracy gets too
convoluted and gratuitous attempts to

supplement direct combat with technical gimmicks like explosions and
Western firearms. The switch to a
desert location and the appearance of
boy band idol Wu’s cartoon-like Judge,
in costumes copied from “Pirates of
the Caribbean,” threatens to dispel the
menacing air and degenerate into a
silly chow-mien Western.
It would have ended a mediocre film
if not for the inventively designed and
utilized weaponry (especially the titular 14 blades with different functions)
— a cool homage to action master
Chang Cheh’s Freundian, fetishistic
use of weapons.
A duel between Xuan Wu and two
bare-chested Jinyiwei who brandish
giant, rectangular blades while being
chained to posts, is shot with stark,
savage manliness. Conversely, the
mirage effect of Tuo Tuo’s undressing
her seven-layered robe and swinging
her snake-like whip evokes risqué
femininity.
The backbone of the story is Qinglong’s tragedy of growing up with no
individual identity except as a body
weapon, exacerbated by his sense of

BOTTOM LINE

A traditional martial arts thriller
beefed up by gimmicky weaponry.
OPENED: Hong Kong on February 11.
PRODUCTION: Visualizer Film Productions,
Shanghai Film Group Corporation, Desen
International Media Co Ltd.
CAST: Donnie Yen, Vicky Zhao, Kate Tsui, Chun
Woo, Qi Yu Wu.
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER-PRODUCTION
DESIGNER: Daniel Lee
SCREENWRITER: Abe Kwong.
PRODUCER: Susanna Tsang. DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY: Tong Cheung Tung Leung.
MUSIC: Henry Lai.
SALES: Panasia Films Limited (Hong Kong
distribution). No rating, 113 minutes.

‘Amphetamine’

“Amphetamine”

By Maggie Lee

B

ERLIN — Scud’s third foray into
filmmaking again tracks a gay
man’s hankering for a sexually
repressed, confused, manically
depressive philosophical personality.
And again using Hong Kong’s elite
financial circle as a backdrop,
“Amphetamine” is characterized by
Scud’s own luxury condo that serves as
the principal set — exquisitely decorative and lovely to behold.
Los Angeles 323.525.2000

betrayal by the organization that paradoxically endowed him with a sense of
honor. This is handled convincingly
both by Lee’s consistent characterization, and Yen’s solemn performance.
Seldom expressive in his acting, Yen’s
stiff and steely demeanor actually
works to his role’s favor. The love
interest with Qiaohua is lame, especially with Zhao sleepwalking through
another typecast role as playful,
tomboyish heroine.
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Gone are the self-abandoning camp
elements like countless gratuitous showers, impromptu stripping and corny
locker room frolics that gave Scud a cult
name. What’s left is precious, artsy
homoerotica that is a more of a visual
turn-on for gay viewers and of less novelty interest than his previous works.
Swimming instructor and martial
arts expert Kafka (Byron Pang) and
Chinese-Australian finance hotshot
David (Thomas Price) eye each other at
continued on page 14
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“Slice”

‘Slice’
“Slice” gets off to a blood-curdling
start with effectively jolting scenes of
murder and mutilation in a range of
styles. Tai (Arak Amornsupasiri) is a
detective put in jail to do the bidding of
his corrupt boss, Papa Chin (Chatchai
Plengpanich). He is haunted by nightmares involving a suitcase. When suitcases turn up all over Bangkok with
castrated corpses inside and DV
footage of a mysterious killer in a red
cape-like raincoat, criminal psychologists deduct that Tai may know the
suspect.
Tai is given 15 days to find the murderer while his wife, Noi (Jessica Pasaphan), is kept under Chin’s surveillance as bail. As Tai revisits his
hometown, flashbacks reveal his
childhood friendship with Nut (Atthapan Poonsawat), which unfolds like a
sweet puppy love referencing the teen

gay romance “Love of Siam.” This
turns out to be a deceptive lull as the
villagers are soon revealed as gaybashers or sick perverts. The atmosphere oozes Lynchian evil.
The pulse quickens in the last act
with an outbreak of violence and emotional hysteria. Plotwise, the pieces do
fall into place, culminating in an audacious twist. The radical changing of
tonal registers and gore that borders on
burlesque — such as a fight between
Noi and Chin on a rubbish heap that is
literally jaw-dropping — results in a
distancing effect.
Tai’s feelings of revulsion, pity and
guilt in response to Nut’s devotion are
the stuff of emotionally charged and
psychologically complex exploration
of homophobia as a form of peer pressure. The theme of constancy versus
betrayal is heartbreakingly expressed,
but finally drowned in the sensational
and voyeuristic tone used to portray
Nut’s suffering for being gay.
Thanachart Boonla’s riotous lensing
accentuates the contrast between the

complications develop complications.
“Amphetamine” doles out recognizable themes of class in a relationship,
crisis of sexual orientation, existential
loneliness and the harmfulness of
drugs especially if they are not the
expensive kind. But Scud shuffles his
scenes at will so that the more substantial content is lumped with gay
eye-candy, such as a customs inspection for “hidden” drugs and a gang
rape staged like an X-rated MTV video.
Cinematography and art direction are
glossy, especially fluid shots of the protagonists bungee jumping, nicely angled
compositions of a half-finished highway

bridge and luminous panoramic views of
Hong Kong. The heavily saturated color
palette is ripe with sensuality.
The two male leads give sympathetic performances, showing considerable ease in numerous nude scenes
though Pang tends to pose more selfconsciously. The female cast is utterly
peripheral.
Veteran filmmaker Lawrence Lau is
attached as an “executive director,” but
his forte in capturing the gritty and
angry world of Hong Kong’s grassroots
youth is not powerfully put to use
here, even in developing Kafka’s backstory.

By Maggie Lee

I

n the slasher-thriller “Slice,” a copturned-convict tracks down a serial
killer by delving into his own troubled childhood memories. Genre buffs
in particular will be aroused by the
high camp quotient of the genderbending twists in Wisit Sasanatieng’s
(“The Unseeable”) baroque story idea,
which is a cut above mainstream Thai
horror. Direction by Kongkiat Khomsiri (“Art of the Devil 2”) backs this up
with sharp visuals, stylized grotesquerie and a touch of delicacy in
depicting teenage angst and gay sexual
awakening.
Mainstream audiences may be
unnerved by the gore and sexual
obscenities, but “Slice” will rip its way
through fantasy fests and midnight
screenings, as well as being a hot item
for Asian-specialist DVD distribution.

‘Amphetamine’
continued from page 12
a café. When they meet again at a temple, David comes on to Kafka.
While David is at ease with being
out, Kafka has too much baggage —
being poor, addicted, sexually indifferent to his girlfriend (Linda So) and
emotionally attached to David while
recoiling from his sexual overtures due
to a traumatic experience. When Linda
(Winnie Leung), David’s ex from a previous chaste relationship, comes to
visit from Sydney, let’s just say the
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filth and sleaziness of the big city and
the countryside, shot in bright compositions of blue skies and daffodilstrewn meadows. Editing is spunky.
The music is so exaggerated that the
violins sometimes go into convulsions.

BOTTOM LINE

A gory thriller that ambiguously treads
the line between homoerotica and
homophobia.
PRODUCTION: Metro Pro-Disc, Five Star
Production Co.
CAST: Arak Amornsupasiri, Sikarin Polyong,
Attapan Poolsawat, Jessica Pasaphan, Chatchai
Plengpanich
DIRECTOR/SCREENWRITER: Kongkiat Khomsiri
BASED ON THE STORY BY: Wisit Sasanatieng
PRODUCER: Kiatkamon Iamphungporn
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Chareon
Iamphungporn, Aphiradee Iamphungporn
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Thanachart
Boonla ART DIRECTOR: Thana Maykaumput
MUSIC: Wild at Heart
EDITOR: Sunji Asavinikul
SALES: Five Star Production Co.
No rating, 99 minutes

BOTTOM LINE

Aesthetic aspirations killed the camp.
SECTION: Closing Film, Hong Kong International
Film Festival
PRODUCTION: Artwalker Limited
CAST: Byron Pang, Thomas Price, Winnie Leung,
Linda So
DIRECTOR/SCREENWRITER/PRODUCER: Scud
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Lawrence Lau
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Charlie Lam
ART DIRECTOR: Jack Chan
MUSIC: Yu Yat Yiu & Ho Shan @ People Mountain
People Sea
EDITOR: Heiward Mak
SALES: media luna new films
No rating, 97 minutes
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‘Golden
Slumber’
By Maggie Lee

L

“Echoes of the Rainbow”

‘Echoes of the Rainbow’
By Maggie Lee

I

t’s a small miracle that Alex Law’s
modest production about a shoemaker’s son growing up in late ‘60s
Hong Kong received rapturous
response from young viewers who
handed it the Crystal Bear at Berlinale’s Generation Kplus. In spirit, a
throwback to ‘50s Cantonese tearjerking domestic drama minus the Leftist
social slant, “Echoes of the Rainbow”
wears its nostalgic heart on its sleeve,
expressing an innocent worldview
devoid of self-parody, thus striking a
chord with children.
The film’s post-Berlin buzz helped
revoke a government decree to demolBOTTOM LINE

A nostalgic and unabashedly
sentimental family picture.
SECTION: Hong Kong International Film Festival
PRODUCTION: Sky Cosmos Development
Limited. SALES: Mei Ah Entertainment.
CAST: Buzz Chung, Aarif Lee, Simon Yam, Sandra
Ng, Evelyn Choi, Paul Chiang.
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER: Alex Law.
PRODUCER: Mabel Cheung.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: John Sham, Li Kuo
Shing, Liu Rong.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Charlie Lam.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Alfred Yau.
MUSIC: Henry Lai.
EDITOR: Kong Chi Leung, Chan Chi Wai.
No rating, 117 minutes.

Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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ish the row of heritage buildings that
served as principle location. All this
builds up to great publicity for local
boxoffice and an illustrious kidfest
career.
The film is narrated by 8-year-old
Big Ears (Buzz Chung), who grows up
on Wing Lee Street in Sheung Wan,
where his father (Simon Yam) runs a
shoe shop on one end while his uncle
owns a hair salon at the opposite end.
Big Ears is a cry baby and kleptomaniac with eclectic taste who is always
compared unfavorably with his
teenage brother Desmond (Aarif Lee),
a model student and jock sporting a
Bruce Lee haircut.
The narrative alternates between Big
Ears’ carefree romps and Desmond’s
infatuation with classmate Flora,
making the tone sway between cute
and cheesy. When Desmond’s puppy
love gets nipped in the bud, his academic and sports performance begins
to slide. That’s the least of his worries
though, as the worst is yet to come,
beginning with a vicious typhoon that
rips their makeshift shop into shreds.
From this point on, the story makes a
headlong plunge into soppy melodrama; devising such corny scenarios and
dialogue that one starts to doubt the
filmmaker’s sincerity.
Fortunately, the film always maintains a degree of playfulness and

New York 646.654.5000
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naïveté by filtering everything through
Big Ear’s eyes. Chung carries the film
effortlessly, stealing the show from
Lee, whose bland acting doesn’t help
to enliven his goody-two-shoes character. Yam brings just the right
amount of tenderness to the role of
sturdy working-class breadwinner. As
the resourceful and sharp-tongued
mother, Sandra seems to rehash her
voice role of Mrs. Mak in the “McDull”
animation series.
Soaking up the atmosphere of Wing
Lee Street’s ‘50s Hong Kong architecture (the last of its kind in the city),
cinematography is dreamily lush, softened by frequent dissolves and emotive
close-ups. Some images exude magic
and poetry, like the typhoon that hurls
a gust of shoes into the air. The music,
which tirelessly replays ‘60s standards
like the Monkees interspersed with
sugary folk melody, works wonders for
fiftysomethings and 5-year-olds but
not those in between.
There is some reflection of the
social milieu, such as the prevalence
of corruption, as seen in a British
policeman’s demand for bribes, but
major socio-political upheavals like
the 1967 pro-China riots don’t even
get a mention. Poverty is romanticized in the mother’s proverbial wisdom about life being “half difficult,
half wonderful.” ∂
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ike Jason Bourne, the protagonist of “Golden Slumber” is a
victim of a national security
level conspiracy and spends the
whole film on the run. Unlike the
“Bourne” series, its point is not the
thrill of the chase. Yet it is no less
engrossing because it pushes its subject beyond genre expectations to
propound on the theme of trust —
not just of people, but in one’s own
gut feeling rather than what the government, the media or your friends
tell you. Cerebral audiences will
appreciate the plot twists with precisely planted clues along the way.
This marks Yoshihiro Nakamura’s third screen adaptation of
Kotaro Isaka’s bestselling novels
after “The Foreign Duck, the Native
Duck and God in a Coin Locker”
and “Fish Story.” Having successful
precedents helped push domestic
gross to a satisfactory $12 millionplus. Bargaining power for offshore
ancillary deals should rise after its
inclusion in Berlinale’s Panorama.
Courier van driver Aoyagi
(Masato Sakai) goes to Sendai city
for a fishing holiday with alumni
Morita for the first time in years.
Once inside his car, Morita confesses he’s been coerced into framing Aoyagi as “the new Oswald.” At
this point, two car explosions
simultaneously kill Morita and the
new Prime Minister on his victory
parade. Aoyagi survives but the
police forge evidence to implicate
him as Japan’s most wanted man.
While Hollywood’s idea of
adrenaline rush for viewers is car
chases and spectacular crashes and

hkfilmart.com

BOTTOM LINE

An alternative chase thriller strewn
with intriguing human encounters.
SECTION: Hong Kong International Film
Festival
Reviewed at Toho press screening, Tokyo.
PRODUCTION: Amuse Soft Entertainment
Inc., Toho Inc.
SALES: CJ Entertainment Inc.
CAST: Masato Sakai, Yuko Takeuchi,
Hidetaka Yoshioka, Gekidan Hitori, Teruyuki
Kagawa, Akira Emoto.
DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER: Yoshihiro
Nakamura
BASED ON THE NOVEL BY: Kotaro Isaka
PRODUCERS: Yasushi Utagawa, Hitoshi
Endo, Hisashi Usui.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Tomoaki Harada,
Minami Ichikawa.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Takashi
Komatsu.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER: Toshihiro Isomi.
COSTUME DESIGNER: Miwako Kobayashi.
MUSIC: Kazuyoshi Saito.
EDITOR: Hirohide Abe.
No rating, 139 minutes.
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casualties, Nakamura breaks up the
momentum of Aoyagi’s escape with
flashbacks and digressions, even a
running gag about his one claim to
fame for saving an idol. Paced more
like a rambling road movie, the mood
runs the gamut from romantic to
melodramatic to absurd.
Nonetheless, tension is sustained by
the bizarre ways and situations in
which unlikely people come to his aid,
such as a baby-faced stranger wanted
for serial stabbing, a mysterious hospital patient, Aoyagi’s old flame
Higuchi (Yuko Takeuchi) and her
daughter, who intuits he’s innocent.
Always apart except in flashback,
Nakamura still evokes unspoken
understanding between Aoyagi and
Higuchi. Sakai plays the daft everyman
figure without turning into a clown or
victim.
Tight editing and complex logistics
are employed to stage Aoyagi’s escape
sequences. One example is a police
stake out that climaxes in visual
pyrotechnics of the most incandescent
and romantic kind.
Sendai comes over as a nondescript city, but the care in location
scouting is noticeable. Music consists
of vintage songs with nuanced lyric —
the Beetles’ song that inspired the title
poignantly intones the film’s motif of
“finding the way home.” ∂
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Chan
continued from page 1
Southern Song Dynasty in the 12th
century A.D., who helped defend
central China against invaders, but
eventually was imprisoned and
executed by the high court at age
39. Yuefei’s name was cleared
posthumously and his story is told
to Chinese children today to teach
courage and tenacity.
For the last decade,attempts at
getting the green light to dramatize
the Yuefei story have foundered in the
political bureaucracy of the lead
broadcast regulator of China’s one
party government,the State Administration of Radio Film and Television.
The JC Group China will work
from the 30 “Yuefei” episodes it
controls that were written by the
late Taiwanese writer and director
Ding Shan Xi (”The Story of Dr. Sun
Yat-Sen”), who died in Novmeber.
“Producing Yuefei, will fulfill at
least two dreams,” Jackie Chan said.
“One, is that I always dreamt of
playing Yuefei as an actor, I have a
special feeling for this hero and it
will be an honor to cast the role.
The second, is a greater honor, to
fulfill the dream of director Ding
Shan Xi who wrote the series.”
As producers, Chan and Tong
said they hope to make something
unlike anything ever produced for
TV in Greater China. “We will
spend about 10 times as much as

“Iris The Movie”

Market
continued from page 2
the announcement of a new Hong
Kong 3D film fund, and news about a
Chinese version of “Don Quixote” that
will be shot using the technology.
The Asian Side of the Doc will
launch at FILMART this year, following the Latin Side of the Doc which
bowed last year. Inspired by the 20year success of the Sunny Side of the
Doc events in France, the inaugural
Asian sessions hope to attract more
than 150 executives from the world of
documentary filmmaking.
The 4th Asian Film Awards will be
presented tonight, and after Japanese
films swept several major awards,
guests will be betting which territory
will be blessed by this year’s gongs.
On the screening front, the world
premiere of “Iris: The Movie,” starring
Lee Byung-hun, will be on Tuesday,
Mar. 22. The big-budget TV version
was a huge hit in Korea and is about to
start a primetime run in Japan.

Sony
continued from page 1
internet service provider or other pay
television service provider. The company partners with local STB and iDTV
manufacturers to provide embedded
video streaming function in television
sets or STBs.
Under the agreement, Anyplex will
distribute SPT titles, including recent
hits “2012,” “Julie & Julia,” “Michael
Jackson’s This is It,” “An Education,” and
Chinese titles “Kung Fu Hustle” and
“Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.” ∂
Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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Meanwhile, two Japan-Korea coproductions represented by CJ Entertainment, “Golden Slumber” and
“Sayonara Itsuka,” are but two of a
growing number of intra-Asian collaborations.
Interest is sure to be high for the
second “Ip Man” film about the life of
Bruce Lee’s kung fu master, a legendary figure in Hong Kong martial
arts, and the international premiere of
director Wang Ping's "Six Sisters in
the War," a co-production from the
Shangdong Film Studio, Beijing
Anteaeus Film Co., starring Liu Lin
and Fan Zhibo. ∂

Korean sales
continued from page 2
titles from Finecut including “Lion’s
Den” by Pablo Trapero and “Like You
Know it All” by Hong Sang-soo.
Finecut will have the first market
screening of “Iris: The Movie,” the film
version of the megahit TV series starring Lee Byung-hun, one of Asia’s
emerging film talents, at Hong Kong
FILMART. The film has been pre-sold
to several territories including German
speaking Europe, Mainland China,
Singapore and Malaysia.
Separately, the Korean sales company has recently picked up “The Outlaw,” a thriller based on a true story
about a serial murderer who kills for
pleasure and a detective who marries a
surviving victim who has managed to
escape. “The Outlaw” will also be premiering at FILMART. ∂
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the average costume, martial arts
drama and rival production values
of international series TV like ‘Band
of Brothers’ or ‘Rome’,” Tong said.
Taipei-based international distribution veteran Steve Chicorel
currently is campaigning to raise
the money for the series outside of
China. Chicorel, who sold the Chinese language film “Treasure
Hunter” starring Jay Chou into
France and Germany said he hopes
to land distribution pre-sales to
finance production.
Noting that “Shogun,” the 1980s
TV series about imperial Japan starring Richard Chamberlain, was the
last popular Asia-based story in the
West, Chicorel says the world is
“now waking up to the fact that
China and Chinese stories are
important.”
Dubbing 30 hours of Chinese television could be challenging, but
Chan and Tong are counting on
advances in technology since the
early days of clumsy kung fu film
dubbing.
“When done right, today’s high
tech ADR is seamless and whether
German, French, Japanese, Korean,
English or Hindi … we’re already in
negotiations to make history and
make ‘Yuefei’ the first Chinese,
primetime series in these markets,”
Chicorel said. ∂

Star
continued from page 1
“Fire of Conscience” and Johnnie To’s
2009 “Vengeance” and “Accident.”
Headed by vp Cora Yim, the movie
channel has also acquired the Hong
Kong TV rights to the US$8.8 milliongrossing Taiwanese blockbuster
“Monga,” the Teddy Chen-directed
and award nominated “Bodyguards
and Assassins,” the US$32 million
grossing Chinese hit “The Message,”
and has existing exclusive output deals
with Hong Kong’s Emperor Motion
Pictures, as well as rights to its 756title Fortune Star library, the world’s
largest of contemporary Chinese-language films.
Fortune Star, headed by vp Alfred
Ng since early 2010, owns the complete library of Hong Kong studios
Golden Harvest, D&B, and Golden
Princess, and has secured rights to
more than 100 titles from the China
Star group. The library now features all
Bruce Lee titles, and hits of Jackie
Chan, Andy Lau and Stephen Chow
from the heyday of Hong Kong cinema, plus the recent US$20 million
grossing hit, “Hot Summer Days,” produced by Star, Fox and Huayi Brothers.
More than 20 titles from the Fortune
Star library has also been licensed to
Malaysia’s Media Prima Berhad in a
multi-year licensing renewal deal
announced today between Newscorp
subsidiary Star Greater China and
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Media Prima that includes the TV
rights of Bruce Lee’s “The Fist of Fury,”
Jet Li’s “Once Upon a Time in China”
series and “Black Mask,” and seven
Jacky Chan titles, which includes the
“Police Story” series and “Dragon
Lord.”
Star Greater China also announces a
multi-year non-exclusive licensing
deal with Malaysia’s IPTV service
provider TM Net, to carry three of
Star’s Mandarin language channels,
Star Chinese Channel, Star Chinese
Movies 2, and Channel [V] Taiwan in
Malaysia starting Wednesday.
Star Greater China now operates all
of Star’s Chinese-language content
and broadcast business in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, which comprises
Star Chinese Channel, Xing Kong, Star
Chinese Movies, Star Chinese Movies
2 and Channel [V], the Fortune STAR
movie library and joint ventures
Phoenix television and Fox STAR Studios Chinese film production.
The company now aims to emphasize its leading position in Chineselanguage movie programming, to
boost the licensing of its Fortune Star
library, and the distribution of its
channels to Asian and European
regions, Star Group (Taiwan) Hong
Kong GM and Greater China General
Counsel Erica Chan told the Hollywood Reporter. ∂
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New fund
continued from page 2
and Fire” — made with the Alexander
Entertainment Group in Los Angeles;
and the police vs. triad action film
tentatively-titled “AVP” — taken
from the first initials of its confirmed
cast: Hong Konger action star Andy
On (”True Legend”), Taiwanese boyband heartthrob Vanness Wu (”Three
Kingdoms: Resurrection of the Dragon”), and Philip Ng (”Bodyguards
and Assassins”), who also will action

Wong
continued from page 2
British colonial rule, and Western attitudes concerning Chinese kung fu,”
Wong said. “In the first ‘Ip Man,’ Donnie Yen fought Japanese invaders; in
this installment, he fights boxing
Westerners with Wing Chun.”
Wong intended for the premise to
appeal to the audience in China, where
nationalistic sentiments run high.
“The Chinese audience responded
enthusiastically to the depiction of the
traditional culture of martial arts in
the original, and they appreciated the
fact that the film was more than just a
kung fu actioner, but also a drama with

Los Angeles 323.525.2000
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direct, Orlebar said.
Triumphant hopes to start shooting “Future Fighters” early next year
with action direction by Dee Dee Ku
of Master Yuen Wo Ping’s reknowned
stunt team.
The cast will include “Avatar”
stunt performer Reuben Langdon,
who also is an actor and the president of a Japan-based motion-capture company Just Cause. Also starring is Japanese actor Kazuya
Shimizu (”Big Man Japan”) and a
host of human-piloted mechanized
walking warriors. ∂

French
continued from page 2
Also on Tuesday, enfant terrible
Gaspar Noe (”Irreversible”) unveils
his latest hallucinatory epic, “Enter
the Void,” about an American drug
dealer in Tokyo, in its sold out
screening at the Hong Kong Science
Museum.
On Wednesday, actor LouisRonan Choisy of director Francois
Ozon’s “The Refuge” will help local

a nationalistic undertone, as in the
portrayal of the Chinese resistance
against Japanese invasion,” Wong said.
The title character also fights opposite
Sammo Hung, who plays a grand master of Hung Kuen, a traditional discipline of martial arts.
But before the series turns into the
“Rocky” of China, where the title character faced opponents of different
nationalities in consecutive installments, producer Wong said they would
give him a rest, especially in light of the
competing Ip Man projects, such as
Wong Kar-wai’s “The Grand Master”
under his own Jet Tone and China’s SilMetropole, and the Herman Yaudirected prequel “Young Ip Man” for
National Arts Entertainment. ∂
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distributor Golden Scene with promotion around the film’s sold out
premiere at the UA Langham Place,
7:15 p.m.
Finally, documentarian Emmanuel
Laurent will participate in the inaugural Asian Side of the Docs with his
“Two in the Wave,” the story of the
friendship between Jean-Luc Godard
and Francois Truffaut.∂
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in brief
The Actresses

BOTTOM LINE: A witty actresses’ ensemble
piece disguised as a documentary.

Knowledge of Korean film and
entertainment is essential for full
appreciation of “The Actresses” — E Jyong’s delicious mockumentary in
which top Korean stars play themselves or, more accurately, play on
their professional personas. Liberally
peppered with industry in-jokes and
offering the titillation of watching
outtakes of a “making-of,” it cunningly toys with boundaries between fiction and reality. “JCVD” is a loose
Western equivalent, but Hong Kong
actor boy band parody “The Heavenly
Kings” is the closest parallel. It’s probably too smart for the popular audience, even in Korea, where theatrical
grosses were moderate. However, the
celebrity aura of these ravishing beauties could make it a magnet at Asianthemed festivals.
— Maggie Lee

Tetro
BOTTOM LINE: Returning to his origins as a
theater and film student, Francis Ford
Coppola deploys striking visuals, music,
dance and classic drama to spin a tale of
familial conflicts and brothers reunited.

“Tetro” looks like the work of a film
school grad, his head swimming with
the classic black-and-white European
films of the ‘50s and ‘60s and his mind
unable to shake his struggles with his
family. And yet, its author is Francis
Ford Coppola, making a mostly triumphant return to his earlier filmmaking days. As a critic, it feels good
to write positively about one of the
American cinema’s lost directors.
Once so dazzling in his ambition and
audacity, Coppola was forced by
financial woes to make other people’s
movies for so many years that when he
returned to indie filmmaking with
2007’s “Youth Without Youth,” the
result was a confusing, pretentious
work that found favor with few.
“Tetro” erases that memory. It has
style to burn, eye-catching acting by
an international cast and a story that
harkens back to many literary classics
with its themes of a family torn apart,
brothers in conflict and a son’s rivalry
with a towering father figure.
— Kirk Honeycutt

Irene
BOTTOM LINE: A director grabs a video
camera and goes in search of his late wife
with poignant results.

It’s hard to imagine a film more simLos Angeles 323.525.2000
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ple than Alain Cavalier’s “Irene,” yet
one that cuts to an emotional core with
such acuity. To dismiss this as a home
movie would be a serious error, not
only because its author is an accomplished filmmaker, but more important, Cavalier invites an audience participation that lets both him and his
viewers struggle to understand a central figure who is completely absent.
— Kirk Honeycutt

Kinatay
BOTTOM LINE: A prurient and excruciating
viewing experience that makes the
audience partners in crimes of inhumanity.

Festival darling Brillante Mendoza’s
“Kinatay” is a long night’s journey into
the Philippine underworld of casual
corruption and nauseating cruelty,
seen through the eyes of a greenhorn
police cadet. Featuring shooting violence, rape and mutilation extensively
in real time, from camera angles that
make the audience feel like they are
watching a snuff film, this full-on
experience of forced voyeurism is certain to incite strong (most probably
offended) responses.
— Maggie Lee

emerges, represents an unplanned collaboration between the writer-director
and his amazing actress Krystyna Janda,
who launched her career in Wajda’s
landmark “Man of Marble” (1977).

Mr. Nobody
BOTTOM LINE: Ambitious and entertaining
fantasy examines multiple lives and
choices.

Hong Kong
Daily Edition

What is the nature of time? Not the
best subject for a popular feature film,
one might think, until “Mr. Nobody”
came along to prove the contrary. Like
a thinking man’s “Benjamin Button,” it
addresses very complex concepts, like
the infinite number of possibilities
that human life presents, in an entertaining way, following the hero Nemo
Nobody, age 0 to 118, through the different lives he would have led had he
made different choices. This bigbudget English-language co-production shows that Europeans can compete in the sci-fi realm where high
production values are king.

Office:Room G205
Hall 1, Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition
Centre, 1 Expo Drive, Wanchai, Hong
Kong, China
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GREGG EDWARDS

Wang Quan’an’s fifth film “Apart
Together” is another variation of his
recurrent set-up of one woman flirting
with two husbands (or boyfriends),
torn between obligation and love (or
attraction). Small in scope but tightly
structured, gracefully acted and
directed, it opens up deep historical
wounds and generational traumas created by China’s civil war, but does not
press on them, exploring instead more
universal human dilemmas lightened
by scrumptious culinary episodes.
Generally engaging but moving at an
even-keeled, slightly flat pace, it
probably cannot repeat the internaBeijing +861.39.1118.1756

E W S

MAGGIE LEE

BOTTOM LINE: Drama about a family
separated by civil war has universal
resonance but skims over deeper historical
and psychological trauma.
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— Bernard Besserglik

— Ray Bennett
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ELIZABETH GUIDER

Hong Kong Correspondent

Twenty-four hours in the life of a
Chilean peasant family is not an obvious recipe for movie entertainment,
but taken on its own terms, Alejandro
Fernandez Alemandras’ debut feature,
“Huacho,” is a success that will find
plenty of admirers on the festival circuit. Its minimalist style and lack of
dramatic action mean that its commercial prospects are pretty much zero.

After the considerable scope and
solemn horror of his previous film,
“Katyn” (2007), Poland’s most celebrated filmmaker Andrzej Wajda produces in “Sweet Rush” (”Tatarak”) a
finely detailed, astutely crafted film in
miniature, a small gemstone that glistens in the memory long after the
lights come up. Judging from the production notes, the film, as it now

Publisher

Huacho

BOTTOM LINE: Lots of talk about being in
love and feeling persecuted, but not much
insight.
> Venice Film Festivel — Competition

BOTTOM LINE: A multilayered, quietly
emotional encounter with death both in
fiction and real life.

ERIC MIKA

— Deborah Young

BOTTOM LINE: Director’s observation of a
peasant family’s life convinces.

Sweet Rush

— Maggie Lee

— Kirk Honeycutt

Persecution

Everybody persecutes everybody
else and they all feel persecuted in
Patrice Chereau’s talkative roundelay
“Persecution,” which stars Romain
Duris and Charlotte Gainsbourg as a
Parisian couple who spend more time
talking about their relationship than
getting on with it. Charismatic stars
and the film’s Gallic shrug of acceptance over the difficulties that being in
love creates will take the film to festivals and art houses, but it’s far from a
classic.

tional market buzz of Wang’s Golden
Bear winner “Tuya’s Marriage,” but
should still get respectable fest-play
and niche release.

Production Manager, Features
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Join us at the crossroads of cinema.
Middle East International Film Festival, Abu Dhabi
October 14–23, 2010

For information on submission,
accreditation, past festivals and
much more, visit www.meiff.com.
E-mail: contact@meiff.com
Tel: +971 2 417 7444
Fax: +971 2 443 6076
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